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COMPUTER-AIDED PROCESSING OF CHINESE LEXICOGRAPHIC MATERIALS

Introduction
The CETA
(Chinese-English Translation Assistance) Group,
of which I am Executive Secretary, was organized in 1971 by a
group of China specialists that perceived the need for cooperation
in development of Chinese-English translation aids. CETA was
created as an independent organization that would draw upon
services of Chinese language and computer specialists from govern
ment institutions and the academic and private communities.
At the outset, it was determined that the primary effort
would be the production of a computer-generated, loose-leaf 'living
dictionary' of general terms which would be capable of being
updated as current usage changed and new terms were added to
the language. In addition, the CETA Group has been working on
technical glossaries of which there are more than twenty in process
and a bibliography, all in computer (machine-readable) form as
well as printed form.
The CETA Group dictionary files are developed, sorted, and
printed by computer. The principal advantages of using the computer
are the ability to print Chinese characters without typesetting
and the speed and economy with which dictionary data can be mani
pulated to make corrections or additions, to sort in different
sequences (e.g. radical or phonetic), to extract particular sub
sets of information (e.g. idioms or place names), or to issue
substitute pages to users of the printed version of the computer
file.
Special conditions
In order to understand the design of CETA's methods and files
it is necessary to remember that it is a voluntary participatory
group in which most of the services, at least in the initial
years, were contributed by academic Chinese-language specialists
and government Chinese-language and computer programming special
ists. The Secretariat staff initially operated exclusively as
a switching mechanism to obtain information, organize it, put
it in machine-readable form, and return it to editors to review.
It was only in more recent years that the Secretariat staff has
undertaken tasks of review, consolidating language information,
editing and proofing.
Another important concept to keep in mind is that the general
dictionary file was created not in the usual method in which
each entry is exhaustively researched before going on to the
next but rather one in which all entries are revised to an inter
mediate level and then the review cycles are repeated. Three
or four complete cycles of review were planned. The first cycle
weeded out transparent errors in Chinese or English based on
top-of-the-head knowledge of the volunteer linguists. The second
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or more printed sources and further expand the English as much
as possible (requiring some research). The third cycle was then
initiated whose purpose is to:
(1)

validate every entry in a Chinese source;

(2)

research and include all available meanings;

(3)

include grammatical information, some personal and
place names and usage labels.

This third cycle of the general dictionary file will create what
is more familiarly thought of as a dictionary. The reasons these
tasks were approached in three cycles rather than one is that
it produced usable information early, allowed greater flexibility
using volunteer manpower, a meagre budget, and non-priority pro
cessing; and allowed us to formulate better the Chinese content
of the file quickly.
Language problems
Major problems in computer processing arise from the fact that
the Chinese writing system differs greatly from the writing system
of Western languages. Western writing is alphabetic; Chinese
by contrast has an inventory of many thousands of characters
known as ideograms or logograms, each of which represents a unit
of meaning. It also contains a so-called phonetic element which
offers some clue to pronunciation, but with limited consistency.
The actual sound of a given character may differ from dialect
to dialect, and from language to language, but the meaning remains
more or less the same. It can thus be said that China has several
spoken languages, but one written language.
The compilation of dictionaries of Chinese requires a set
of over 10,000 unique Chinese characters. This is not a measure
of all Chinese characters since over 50,000 such characters exist.
Also, Chinese characters are written equally spaced in a string
without indication of word boundaries, i.e. there are no spaces
between character groups to indicate words. Finally, if in our
dictionary we wish to reflect the so-called standard spoken form
of the character, i.e. Mandarin or putonghua. we must include
a romanized spelling plus a symbol for one of the five major
tones which is imposed on the basic sound of each syllable.
The computer files designed by the CETA Group represent the
Chinese characters internally in an alpha-numeric code. The charac
ters are displayed or printed by computer using vector—drawing
methods. The characters are coded using a matrix and an encoding
system. The Chinese characters in machine-readable form are identi
fied by a four — digit code (or telegraphic code). This is the
code used to send telegraphs in China. The code list has been
expanded by us where necessary.
A page format was designed for the dictionary files which
would allow ease of maintenance and organization of information.
A page format shown in Fig. 1 is designed to achieve maximum
legibility, and at the same time make efficient use of space
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Fig.
Note:

1

sle entries showing special features.
These are sampJ
It is not an actual dictionary page.
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dictionary can accommodate terms of almost any length. Each entry
is identified by page and line number. The sources of an entry
are indicated by one or more source digraphs, i.e. two letters
between vertical lines.
Other information incorporated to provide aid to the user
is the telecode number, the pinyin romanization of the sound
with tone, the English meaning, and, within the English meaning,
subject labels and usage labels. These labels are invaluable
for computer extraction of subsets of entries.
Batch-processing method
The CETA file creation and maintenance system was established
in the early '70s as a batch—processing operation. The batchprocessing method was chosen over an on-line approach because
it would function with a very limited budget while the incorpora
tion of an on-line method would require a heavy investment in
equipment for the CETA Secretariat office.
Under the batch-processing method, the CETA Group was able to
draw on contributed computer processing time and on contributed
programming services. The processing time and program design
service was offered only on a non-priority, time-available basis
so that we had to design the handling of the lexicographic informa
tion to fit vagaries of such a non-priority, o f f - s i t e , batchprocessing operation. Nevertheless, it was the only way to initiate
the system with the funds available. At the beginning in 1971
and 1972, the Secretariat staff was composed of a part-time
Executive Secretary and a part-time office typist. Gradually,
the budget has expanded to include keyboard operator and Chineselanguage specialists so that the Secretariat staff now represents
approximately three man-years per year.
The batch—processing method of preparing glossaries is a
relatively complex series of steps - more complex because of
the need to display graphic output whenever editing or proofing
of Chinese characters is required. The system was designed on
the assumption that keypunch cards would be the basic machinereadable media to initiate or change information. As many of
the readers are aware, there are many problems that can arise from
use of keypunch cards, such as cards warped, cards out of order,
duplicate cards, cards missing, and so on. We experienced all
the problems and would not like to return to them.
Another major problem over the years was the sudden cessation
of computer processing by contributors for any one of several
reasons. Occasionally, we would find that after a Systems
Generation (change in operating system) was performed our programs
would no longer run. At one time, it took three months to resolve
the problem during which time no processing was done.
At other times, as personnel were shifted or transferred,
errors would arise because the new person had not yet learned
the idiosyncracies of selecting parameter cards intended to control
elements of the programs. Frequent reruns were required. Also,
the unexpected absence of processing personnel due to vacations,
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fact that every transmission of tape, cards, microfiche or paper,
required days in transit, and you have a description of a system
that is truly batched. When we look back, we wonder that it worked
at all. Nevertheless, as difficult as it was, it was all there
was and a great deal was accomplished. The alternative was to
do nothing.
In spite of these difficulties, we managed over a ten-year
period to create and review a general dictionary file through
two complete cycles; the first cycle, approximately 90,000 entries,
and the second, approximately 106,000. We are now in the third
cycle and expect over 130,000 entries. We have also initiated
a considerable number of technical glossaries amounting to over
100,000 entries to add to the file of 500,000 entries in the S&T
(Scientific and Technical) collection.
On-line methods
By the early 1980s the cost of computer systems had dropped
sufficiently that we were able to consider installing a small
system in the Secretariat office. However, running the files to
produce the COM (computer output microform) tapes which in turn
produced microfiche and paper output, is the most expensive of
the processing steps. This element could not be undertaken within
the Secretariat office; therefore, whatever system we selected
had to produce a file in mag-tape media compatible with standard
IBM mag-tape format. This was a serious hindrance for some time.
Accepting the current dependence on outside COM generation
of paper and microfiche copy, we ultimately selected the Mohawk
Data Systems data entry equipment. It allows us to prepare files,
printout alpha-numeric versions for proofing, correct them with
a word-processing type of function, sort them as needed, dedupe
for combination of multiple entries, and eventually produce an
IBM formatted mag tape compatible with the programs and the equip
ment that produces the COM output for paper and microfiche versions
of the files. The on-line system requires far fewer steps. The
turn-around is much shorter; it also provides a far greater control
of the files in several ways. For instance, the lexicographer
sees his changes as he makes them. We do not risk loss of cards
in transporting or running them. We also avoid introducing new
errors in rewriting entries to replace ones with error since we
now correct only the error rather than rekey the entire entry.
We can work on files according to our own priorities rather than
the priorities of a contributed batch service at another location.
It requires a larger CETA Group budget since the budget is now
paying for some services that were formerly contributed; however,
the on-line system is quite cost-effective when one takes into
account the cost of a U services. It is also more efficient.
The primary deficiency of the MDS on-line system is the lack
of graphic output to display or print the Chinese characters for
proofing on the screen, or on paper. Another deficiency is that
the system is designed primarily for data entry rather than word
processing. For these reasons, and the reasons of lowering computer
costs in general, we hope within a few years to replace this system
with another that will allow display and output of Chinese
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for even easier maintenance of the files.

functions

One of the most likely candidates for this type of operation
is the Xerox 8010 Star processing system. The Star is currently
available for processing the Roman alphabet with symbols required
for most of the West European languages, and Russian, Japanese
and Chinese. It is a very sophisticated, efficient document-storage
retrieval and preparation system intended for a paperless office.
The J Star (Japanese) system was marketed in Japan last autumn.
I have seen demonstrations of the coming C Star (Chinese) system
which is quite impressive but not yet released. It is my under
standing that it may be as much as another year before the C Star
is available. From what I have seen, the coming Star equipment
is very fast and very sophisticated and is designed for omnilanguage processing.
Conclusion
To recapitulate, the CETA Group has very successfully intro
duced a cooperative voluntary system of building lexicographic
files, Chinese to English. This has been accomplished over a decade
using largely batch-processing methods. The cost of on-line systems
has fallen sufficiently that the CETA Group currently uses an
on-line alpha-numeric system for initial file preparation and
maintenance. However, batch processing on large computers is still
required for creation of formatted tapes for use on COM (computer
output microform) equipment to print graphic images on paper or
flche. We look forward to sophisticated multi-language systems
such as the Xerox Star System, available with graphic display
and laser printer output.
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